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It’s the morning of the big race and Mama Lion and Tigey are ready to go! They start off with an early lead, until they have to swerve off the road suddenly to avoid running into a butterfly. Fortunately they aren’t out of the race for long, thanks to the Flying Pandinis, who get their vehicle up and running in no time. Mama Lion and Tigey are actually catching up to the leaders, but in the end, they decide to forfeit in favor of the Flying Pandinis. Tigey realizes that the friendship they gained that day was worth more than winning a race.

Mama Lion Wins the Race is a step into the imagination of a child where all the contestants in a race seem to be favorite toys, including sock monkeys, a bunny, a brother and sister panda bear, and of course a lion and tiger. While fun and fast paced enough to keep the attention of any younger readers, the book also provides some valuable life lessons, such as teaching the value of friendship and prioritizing saving a life (a butterfly in this case) over success in personal pursuits. This book is a wild ride, and definitely one worth the time!